| **Competition Name:** | 52’ COPPA d’ORO F2C  
37’ ‘Trofeo FA’ F2A  
21’ Trofeo ‘Cesare FERRONI’ F2B  
3’ “Lugo GOLD CUP F2D” |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Venue &amp; date:</strong></td>
<td>LUGO di Romagna (RAVENNA) ITA 12/13 september 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contest Director:</strong></td>
<td>LANZONI Luigi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Names & nationality of the FAI Jury members:** | for **F2A & F2B:** Mike CROSSMAN-GBR/Jean Paul PERRET-FRA/Vera PAVLOVA-BUL.  
for **F2C:** Vera PAVLOVA-BUL/Piero INCANI-ITA/Luca BARZAGHI-ITA  
for **F2D:** M. CROSSMAN-GBR/J.P. PERRET-FRA/Luca BARZAGHI-ITA |
| **F2A Name & nationality of Senior Judge:** | LANZONI Luigi – ITA  
Transitrace Operator: PERRET Matthieu - FRA |
| **F2B Name & nationality of Judges:** | 1. BARZAGHI Luca - ITA  
2. FASANO Guido - ITA  
3. SANGIACOMO Massimo - ITA  
Other judges contacted, but cannot come and no other judges will be available on field |
| **F2C Name & nationality of Panel of Judges:** | 1. CROSSMAN Mike - GBR  
2. PENNISI Roberto - ITA  
3. CASTAGNETTI Gianmauro - ITA |
| **F2D Name & nationality of Panel of Judges & Circle Marshall:** | 1. PAVLOVA Vera - BUL  
2. CASAROLA Giuseppe - ITA  
Circle Marshall: INCANI Piero - ITA |
| **Schedule of competition** | Saturday 12 sept. F2A 1 & 2 attempt  
F2B 1 & 2 flight  
F2C 1 & 2 heat  
F2D 1, 2, 3 rounds  
Sunday 13 sept. F2A 3 & 4 attempt  
F2B 3 flight  
F2C 3 heat (scheduled semifinals & finals)  
F2D 4, 5, 6, 7 rounds |
| **Interruptions and delays:** | In Sunday afternoon, after the official training for F2C semifinals, during the 1’ heat of 1’ semi, heavy rain imposed to stop the race for safety (possibility of slipping for pilot and mechanics and lighting/static electricity on lines for pilots).  
We wait for an hour but rain don’t stop, meteo forecast give a possibility only of a short window of good weather late, so the Contest Director, asking with F2C and FAI Jury and organizers, decided to stop the competition, using for F2C the results of the 3 heats disputed. |
| **Weather:** | Saturday = +15/24°C, sunny, little wind  
Sunday = +14/23°C, cloudy, some wind, in the afternoon rain storm |
| **Local rules or deviations from the Sporting Code:** | The panel of F2B judges will be composed only by Italians, for unavailability of judges of other nationalities.  
The F2C results are only based on 3 heats, no semi and finals due to bad meteo conditions. |
| **Issue of results - with full names, nationalities & FAI Licence numbers:** | YES |
| **Incidents or accidents:** | NO |
| **Protests:** | Only 1 protest in F2D, rejected by FAI Jury. |

For & on behalf of the FAI Jury:

Signature of Contest Director: LANZONI Luigi  
Date: 30/9/2015